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the man who scored the Academy Award-winning song "How Much Is That Doggy

In The Window?" and whose endless supply of wide-eyed fascination drew
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animated cartoons and millions of kids to Walter Lantz Studios for nearly half a
century, died on Thursday. He was 90. Johnson was the last surviving member of

the "Brooklyn Zoo" cartoon crew — also called the Five Fingers after the
fingerless gloves they wore while shooting some of their best-remembered

cartoons — and he still worked on specials for Warner Bros. Animation until just
before he died. He wrote a memoir, "It's Hootie Johnson From Brooklyn," and the
studio is releasing the book as a special feature on the first-season DVD of the
network's 2013-14 animated show, "The Trouble with Jarrett." What's currently

available in stores includes an episode called "Hootie's Super Bowl" that he
worked on for the Cartoon Network, but the entire DVD set, scheduled for next

year, will include all of Johnson's work in the studio, now owned by AT&T. "He was
the fun, inspiring, all-American cartoon artist who created Hoot Cat & other

characters we love," said Warner Bros. Animation's executive vice president of
animation Paul Dini. "To all who loved his characters, he will forever be a part of

the Warner Bros. family." The animated "How Much Is That Doggy In The
Window?" was Johnson's first appearance on the big screen, and it won an

Academy Award as best song in 1956. Since then, his success — which included
songs for "Madama Butterfly," "Madame Curie" and other films — has allowed him

to live a comfortable life, including a home in New Jersey that has become a
haven for cartoon collectors and fans. He had taken regular care of his home for
years until, after a fall, he went into a nursing home in 2012, according to his son

Adam Johnson. "He really enjoyed it and
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